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Introduction

The development of standards concerning collection management databases for botanical gardens in The Netherlands started in 1984 (Aleva et al 1984). Dutch botanical gardens have been working with collection management databases since 1987. In spite of agreed functional standards, different technical solutions were used by different botanical gardens. All solutions were character oriented and covered only a part of the necessary processes. For example for literature, relation and seed management separate databases were used, all character orientated, or even lists on paper or in books, for example for author abbreviations (Brummitt & Powell 1992).

At the end of the nineties, thanks to governmental foundations, as a part of a national project aiming the disclosure and digitalisation of academic collections in The Netherlands, means were found to obtain a new database for the botanical gardens mentioned above. A common database should make exchange of information a lot easier and a uniform presentation of (national) collections on the internet possible. It should also combine all kinds of small databases used into an all-containing one, and should disclose localities of collection elements by means of a GIS-like functionality.

In the decision process whether to obtain an existing standardised database (such as BG-base or SysTax both of which were looked at thoroughly) or to develop a completely new one, the choice was made for a new one. It was agreed that the advantages of a development with the newest technologies such as an object-orientated database (Martin 1993) (Booch et al 1998) which can include all sorts of multimedia objects and a standard web (and windows) -interface out weighed the disadvantages of starting something new and unknown while a widely accepted relational database such as BG-base, although older and many times upgraded, is already used (still often in the DOS-version) by many Botanical Gardens in the world.

A combination of technical knowledge and knowledge of the demands of collection management and the structure of its database were found in the corporation of the curator of the Utrecht Botanical garden (drs. E.J. Gouda) with a software-house specialised in the development of software of collections and archives in general. It took three years of development and testing to accomplish the first version of the database.

The newly developed application Atlantis Botanic Garden is a standard application on the Atlantis platform, which is developed specifically for museums and archives. All applications of this platform have functionality in common, such as an object oriented database for storing images and other multimedia information, a reporting option, and a super fast full text search engine with synonym and phonetic search capacity for finding information in the database. However, every Atlantis program is specifically designed for its own particular type of collection.

Description data structure (partly)

The kernel consists of 4 levels: taxon, accession, accession-location and event (Figure 1).
**Taxon**

At taxon level it is possible to display the whole taxonomic system as a tree (31 ranks are possible, from Regnum to forma and hybrids) and using drag and drop features changes in taxonomy can easily be made i.e. a genus with all species belonging to it can be hung under a different family in one action. This can be done on all levels. The parent taxon (or taxa, in case of hybrids) of a taxon determines its place in the tree. Correct names are bold, synonyms are not, so they are easily distinguishable. Higher taxonomical levels can be left out of the tree for transparency’s sake. The number of living accessions is indicated in the tree.

Each garden can choose its own taxonomy tree, or can choose to follow a standard (such as Cronquist (Cronquist 1981) or APG (Judd et al 1999) or an alternative. The taxonomical tree is on the left side of the screen.

On the right side of the screen information on a specific taxon is displayed in six property sheets (Figure 2) one of which contains multimedia objects. A multimedia object can be a picture or a distribution map or a film or an article on that taxon. The first property sheet contains a button to enter the accessions linked to this taxon. Another property sheet gives access to all relevant literature in the database to be attached to the taxon. On the other hand one literature reference has links to all relevant taxa and accessions. A direct link can be made to sites on the internet like IPNI, IUCN, IOPI, USDA, FL_EU etc. for a direct check of the name and an indication of its distribution. Standard taxon use categories can be applied including geographical information.

![Figure 1 Simplified database structure](image)

**Accession**

An accession is a plant or group of plants of one taxon, originating from the same source (e.g. seeds from one seed list number, plant, cutting, etc.) and obtained at the same time. An accession may be found in the garden at more than one location.

The screen structure is the same as in taxon. On the left side is the accession tree. Branches show the identifications and verifications, information about where the accession is located (the accession location) in the garden and information about derived material, such as seeds and herbarium specimens and seed list information.

The property sheets on the right side of the screen contain all relevant information on an accession, such as source, donor, agreement notes, propagation etc., including a property sheet for multimedia objects for that accession. Standard ITF2 abbreviations (Jackson 1998) are used for all relevant fields on an accession.
When searching for a certain accession there is an option to run the search criteria over any text in the accession part of the database or part of the database or over text within specified fields. This can be done in any specified tree.

For each accession in the tree, there is an indication of its status (current or not). Each verification for an accession, and other relevant information such as the date, the name of the verifier and the level of identification can be recorded. The most recent one will be the accepted name for this accession.

![Figure 2 Third property screen of Taxon including Red List Status.](image)

**Accession location**

On this level specific information of individual plants or a group of plants is given including the location in the garden where it can be found. Coordinates can be added from GPS-measurements and maps of the garden with selected accession numbers drawn in it can be processed. In the illustration property sheet in Garden location maps can be added in different formats and by means of two reference coordinates these maps can be synchronized to the attached coordinates of each accession, so that in the mapping report the position of the plant is printed on the right place of the map.

One accession location can be linked to more events.

**Event**

An Event occurs to an accession at a certain location, for example sowing, germinating, flowering and dying. The users are free to define Event types themselves. This feature can be used by the head gardener on location.
Free fields
User-defined fields can be imported in a special screen at the accessions and taxa, for example for horticultural information.

Relations
In the tree ‘Relations’ names and addresses of relations, such as companies, colleague-gardens, etc. can be inserted. Atlantis-BG has a mail merge facility for mailing to a number of selected relations. E-mail addresses and web-sites can be recorded as well, and Atlantis-BG can send e-mails to relations or connect with a web-site.

WGS system
A geographical standard WGS-tree is added (Hollis & Brummitt 1992).

Processes

Reports
Reports can be made using XML ruler templates producing HTML output. Within these templates different criteria, sorting priorities, fields, etc. can be chosen. Reports can be drawn up for each desired object and can include images, maps, www links etc. It is very easy to recall in a report the amount of threatened species in the collection, which is important to the Target 8-issue.

Labels
For the production of labels of relations or plants mail-merge for MS Word is used. Any selection can be made and any field, size and lay-out chosen. It is also possible to use reports instead.

Seed list
A seed lists can be generated directly from the database as a report. It can also be exported in ITF2 format. The seed list may be composed in HTML format, allowing the user to publish the seed list via Internet. In this seed list, illustrations (for example photographs in .jpg) of the accessions or taxa can be inserted.

Available amounts and seed orders from other gardens can be inserted, and at sending time the database can process all the relevant labels (gardens and accessions) in the right order. In this way the whole seed list process is covered.

Living collection count
It is possible to generate a count report of the whole, or part (one family or genus for example) of the collection including number of genera, number of species, number of cultivar’s and number of indets. Determined and undetermined accessions are counted separately, as well as wild and cultivated origins. This gives a good indication of the quality of the collection.

Import and export
Data can be imported and/or exported in ITF2 and/or XML format, making exchange of data possible.

Thematis
It is possible to connect distributed Atlantis databases in a way that to any requests it appears as one single database. Thematis is an extra tool especially developed to connect different (i.e. not only Atlantis) databases to appear as a single one.
Web-interface
A user-friendly web-interface with search-possibilities on various levels is added.

Conclusions
Development of Atlantis-BG is never finished, since new demands and possibilities on collection management in botanical gardens will rise. Development will continue. Atlantis has already proved to be a database with many possibilities. It speeds up the routine-parts of the administration process of collection management and uses the present communication possibilities very efficiently. It makes it possible to cope with changing ideas in taxonomy. Once the APG-system will be available as an Excel worksheet it will be easy to incorporate it in Atlantis in a way that the taxonomic tree of Atlantis will reflect the latest taxonomical insights. The disclosure of botanical collections to the public forces curators to work away any possible backlogs in administration as quickly as possible. This is a great challenge as a result of the challenge of creating a completely new database.
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